Team Building Events

Team Building in Cyprus
Team Building activities are used by businesses to promote better teamwork, to develop
effective communication, problem- solving skills, encourage closer relationships and motivate
staff.
Together we can offer you a selection of team building activities, fun team challenges in
beautiful locations combining your meeting - conference or sightseeing tour. We can compose a
program that suits your objective for your staff members.
JEEP SAFARI – Troodos or Limassol District
Following an activity introduction, the teams - armed with all necessary tools - will be set-off
in search of some interesting areas of the island... With the help of their task booklet or iPad
they will find their way to the different spots of interest, in the chosen villages, to complete
the tasks, solve the clues and answer the questions, aiming to gather the best possible score
for their team!

Team Building in Cyprus
FUN GAMES
This is an absolute fun activity with various fun and interactive games. Groups are
going to be split in teams and all the teams will compete at all the games aiming
to fulfil the tasks and gather the best possible overall score for their team!
Games from where groups must choose:
- Giant Jenga
- Thai puzzle
- Fun ski relay
- Blind artist
- Foot volley
- Tug-of-war
- Penalty challenge

Team Building in Cyprus
WALKING TREASURE HUNT

Groups will gather for a briefing where they will get important information about the game.
They will split in teams and will be armed with road books and all necessary tools and will be
set-off on foot in search. With the help of the road-book the participants will find their way to
the different spots of interest, to complete tasks, solve the clues and answer the questions,
aiming to gather the best possible score for their team. The best team wins!!

Team Building in Cyprus
BOAT BUILDING
This is a very creative and fun activity. The event is based on a traditional way
of boat building going back….some centuries! Groups will be split in teams
that will be provided with raw material, a construction manual, all necessary
tools for the construction and will be required to create and more importantly
to sail their own vessel. An exciting and innovating event to talk about for
some time.

